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LIBERTY
1938

HE HMS QUEEN MARY slowed its engines as it sailed past the Statue of
Liberty to dock in New York City. The passengers stood silently on the

upper deck, some wearing fur collars and fur coats. These were the lucky
ones who had escaped from the reign of terror of the Germans, who were on
the verge of destroying an entire civilization. My parents and I had escaped
from the Gestapo by boat from Danzig to Southampton in November, I938.

The silence was broken by the jubilant playing of the Star Spangled
Banner by the ship’s orchestra. Some of the passengers stood wide-eyed,
some cried, others applauded. Then, as the sun rose on the horizon, an
apparition: suddenly I saw the magic city of tall buildings rising up from the
sea like some great silvery monster.

I lifted myself on the railing below the pilot’s deck to watch the burly
men scurrying about the dock, tugging at the mass of ropes that secured the
shifts.

Then came the loudspeaker announcing all refugees and passengers not
holding American passports will depart from the AA Deck for customs
inspections.

I found my parents in the long line that led to the gangplank.
“We were looking for you, get in line,” my father said.
A large custom’s inspector met us at the bottom of the stairs. “Welcome

to the United States of America. Let’s see your passports. Get your luggage
please.”

He pointed to a huge pile of suitcases on the pier, beside porters in blue
uniforms waiting for their tips.

My father said, “No luggage. Only what we wear.”
I smiled because I understood something that the porters were yelling.

“Okay, okay!” I knew this word from the movies we saw aboard the Queen
Mary, such as The Adventures of Robin Hood, with Errol Flynn.



I felt my short lederhosen to check if the money sewn in my pants was
still there. When the custom’s inspector glanced at me, I thought he could
see right through my pants. But a minute later we were waved on and my
mother pulled my hand as she hurried outside, where our wealthy American
cousin waited to greet us.

*

Our rich American cousin checked us in to the Waldorf Hotel, where we
stayed for two days before he found us an apartment on 89th Street and
West End Avenue. But we barely heard from him after that.

My father looked for work but he spoke no English and America was
suffering from a depression. Once a wealthy coal merchant and industrialist,
he had no place in New York. He went to Blue Coal and many other
companies, but they all refused him. We had no money except the coins
sewn into my lederhosen. The Germans had taken everything away from us
and we had to escape from the port of Danzig by fishing boat lest we end up
in a concentration camp.

It had been impossible for us, or any Jews in German-occupied territory
at that time, to get money out of our bank accounts, and we had millions.
Fortunately my father had surreptitiously bought four tickets on the Queen
Mary and arranged for our passports two years earlier. If only we had left
then! But like so many others, my parents were convinced the Germans
would come to their senses and Hitler would be but a footnote in history.

At the last moment, with the help of a boat captain who was a good
friend, we escaped from Gdynia to Southampton, England and caught the
Queen Mary to New York.

*

At the end of November it was quite cold. I was shivering, still dressed in
short pants, as my mother insisted long pants were not for children.

She enrolled me in a public school on West End Avenue. The teacher,
Mrs. Snyder, placed me in the first grade, a year behind, in a class for slow
learners.



“I like eis,” I said one day to the black boy who sat next to me in the
lunch room.

The black boy pointed his finger at my eye and said, “You’re eating an
egg, not an eye.”

I was using the German word for egg, called ei. My mother had packed
a soft-boiled egg in my brown lunch bag. The egg was now spread over my
face like an omelette. From my short pants I removed a small embroidered
handkerchief and wiped my face. I left the apple and cookie in the brown
bag and tossed it in the garbage pail.

I swiftly left the lunch room, my stomach growling, and mounted the
two flights back to the classroom, humiliated, angry and hungry.

“You are back early,” Mrs. Snyder said. “You can still stay in the
cafeteria until the bell rings.”

Just a few weeks before in Danzig I had sat in a class like this but facing
a picture of Adolph Hitler and the Nazi flag. Now the American flag stood
in the corner of the classroom. In Danzig there was no lunch period for me.
The Jewish children were not allowed to go to school during the day, only
in the afternoon.

*

During Geography class Mrs. Snyder took down a map of Europe. She said,
“We have here a boy from Germany, from Danzig. He is a refugee.”

She pointed to the place where I was born on the map, the Free State of
Danzig, free no more.

The children all stared at me and laughed.

*

After school a tough-looking black boy came over to me, dropped his
books, pushed me down and began to hit me in the face. I had learned to
box at the Maccabee Club in Danzig and had no problem defending myself
and retaliating with strong punches to the bully’s face, until blood appeared
from his nose.

“Hey man,” the bully asked, wiping his bloody nose, “where did you
learn to rumble like that? My name is Adolph,” he continued, “Just call me



Dolph. I like the way you rumble.”
The bully-turned-friend gestured with his hand for me to follow him

home. By now I had learned the way to go home on West End Avenue, a
few blocks past Broadway. The other side of Broadway, the dangerous side,
was Columbus Avenue, where Dolph was asking me to follow.

We arrived at a five-story apartment building. We entered a dark
hallway that stank of urine and garbage.

He led me into his apartment, where a woman was standing, holding a
baby. “This is my kid brother and my mother,” Dolph said.

I had never seen a black woman, except in the movies at the art cinema
in Danzig, where my Uncle Herman took me on Saturdays.

I tried not to stare at her.
Dolph said, “This is my first German friend. He don’t speak English but

he understands.”
His mother gave me a pleasant smile. I bowed and clicked my heels.

The light from the window showed a woman with a pleasant face who
looked as though she’d just woken from a deep sleep. She seemed
embarrassed to see me and quickly arranged her messy hair.

Dolph took me by the hand from the darkened room into the room
adjacent.

“Here is where I sleep with my mother,” he said.
There were two twin beds, each with a floral bed cover. The walls were

bare with white, peeling paint.
Dolph then led me into another room, where he said his older brother

sleeps. Then he took me up to the roof.
“Did you ever see a pussy?” he whispered.
He led me by hand to the edge of the roof and yelled to an open window

across the street.
“Hey Shauna, show my new friend!”
A girl appeared in one of the windows below. She pulled down her

panties and spread her legs apart.
I let go of Dolph’s hand and swiftly ran downstairs and out of the

building.
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KNOWING 
MEURICE

1938/1970

HEN WE ARRIVED in America in 1938 from Poland, we lived in a small
apartment on 99th Street in Manhattan. Each day was a lesson in

survival, which I have never forgotten. My father, once an important
industrialist, was reduced to shoveling snow off the streets in the winter to
earn a few dollars to feed us.

In the basement of our rooming house a tall, fat, ugly man ran a thriving
business cleaning and pressing suits and shirts. He had a son called Meurice
who, after school, delivered the shirts and pants to the neighborhood
customers.

One cold day in December, when I was standing in front of the house, I
met Meurice carrying suits and bundles of packaged shirts from his father’s
store.

He sized me up and looked at me curiously because I was wearing
leather short pants (lederhosen) on this cold day.

“Why don’t you wear long pants?” he asked me. I was eight years old
and had been in America only two months. I had a bare knowledge of
English. I did not understand a word he said, so I just smiled. That made
him angry.

“Do you want a punch in your face?” he asked me. I understood that, as
he raised a fist at me in annoyance. Just at that moment his father emerged
from the cellar of his store wearing a stained polo shirt, a cigar stuck in his
mouth, reeking from sweat and alcohol.

“Meurice!” he yelled. “Deliver those pants, damn you. He is a
greenhorn. He doesn’t know any English.”

Meurice must have felt bad because he signaled me with his hand to
accompany him on his delivery.

I followed him to a large apartment building on the corner of West End
Avenue, through the servants’ entrance, up the service elevator to the



twelfth floor. He rang the bell. A black woman dressed in a white uniform
answered the door. She took the packages, paid the bill, and gave Meurice
twenty-five cents for a tip.

“See how easy it is,” he said, and showed me the quarter in the palm of
his hand.

The following afternoon, after school, I waited for Meurice in front of
his store. When he arrived, he was carrying a pair of long pants on a hanger.

“Here, this is for you. They are the same size as mine. No one ever
came to pick them up.”

He took me down to his father’s store for a fitting. His father was
standing over a large pressing machine, a bottle of beer on the counter. The
small room was suffused with the smell of alcohol and smoke as he took a
swallow from the bottle, held it in his mouth, and then sprayed the beer on
the pants on his pressing board. With one quick thrust, he slammed the large
steam board onto the pants and was suddenly surrounded by a cloud of
smoke. The pants were a perfect fit. Meurice and I became good friends
thereafter.

“My father will pay twenty-five cents for each delivery,” he said. “It is
Christmastime and we need help.”

Meurice was different from the other boys I knew. He was fair in
appearance, slender, and his movements were not like the other boys’. He
never played curb ball, and was quite shy and kept to himself most of the
time. He hated baseball, and was not interested in any of the radio programs
I learned to love. It did not take long for me to become Americanized and
become a fan of The Shadow, Captain Midnight, The Green Hornet, The
Lone Ranger, and all the other marvelous radio characters.

The war ended and another war started. Meurice had quit high school
and moved to Greenwich Village with a friend. Occasionally he came to
visit his father, who still ran his little shop. I continued to live in the same
neighborhood, and Meurice came by to visit me. He was now tall,
handsome, slim, and unashamed of his homosexuality. He worked as a
stage set helper in a theater in the Village and had been rejected from
military service. Meurice, as a child, had feminine features and appeared
fragile. Now, being tall and slim, he looked like a pale weed that a strong
wind could break in half.



Twenty years passed and I had become a doctor. One day, after being
interviewed on Phil Regis’s show to publicize my first book, I received a
phone call from a man with a feminine voice who sounded desperate. “This
is Meurice, remember me?”

“Of course I do. What are you doing these days?”
“I saw you on the Regis show and I want to tell you you were terrific.”
“Thank you! It’s nice to hear from you.”
“I have to see you. I have a medical problem that no one seems able to

solve. Would you take me on as a patient?”
“Yes, of course, Meurice. I will be glad to see you.”
Ominous words: “I have a problem that no one can solve.” I have heard

them many times. It usually means the patient has wandered from doctor to
doctor, plenty of tests have been performed with no diagnosis, and there is
an underlying psychiatric problem. But once in a while there is a hidden
ailment that has not reared its ugly head.

Meurice had not aged a day. His pale baby face did not have one
wrinkle and he did not look ill.

“You look the same,” he told me, “except your hair is gray, which
makes you look more distinguished, like a real doctor. You have the same
strong eyes that I remember.” And he suddenly burst out laughing.

“What’s so funny, Meurice?”
“I just remembered how we went to the World’s Fair in 1939 and we

took one of those little car rails and you found a wallet on the seat and
inside was fifteen dollars. We came with two dollars each and then we were
rich.”

“We should have given the wallet to the guard,” I told Meurice.
“Well, we didn’t and we went to see everything, including the girly

show, the Billy Rose Aquacade, the Streets of Paris, and the parachute
jump, and you had your first ice cream soda.

“But I am here for professional reasons, so I’ll get to the point. For
many years I have always felt weaker than most people. I become dizzy and
feel weak when I stand too long, especially in a warm room, and now I have
had five or more fainting spells, and I am losing weight. I have seen many
doctors and they find nothing wrong with me except that my blood pressure
is low, which I am told is a good sign.”

Nature had played a mean trick on Meurice. When he stood naked in
front of me in the examining room, his skin was pale, soft, the body hair



scant. He could have easily passed for a woman. I could not find anything
from the examination to account for fainting spells, or “swooning like a
Victorian maiden,” as Meurice put it.

As I was making notes in the chart, Meurice was getting dressed and he
suddenly swayed like a drunken sailor and fell back on the examining table.
His blood pressure and EKG were normal, yet he lay there unconscious. I
called an ambulance and by the time it arrived, Meurice was awake.

“I am not going into the hospital because they never find anything
wrong with me. It is a waste of money,” he said.

As he lay on the examining table, I listened to his heart again. The beat
was regular and there were no murmurs.

“Well, you are probably right, Meurice, but a few days in the hospital
would be worthwhile so we can observe you and perhaps do some more
tests and repeat some of the others.”

“No, I will not have a hundred needle sticks and curious doctors pawing
at me.”

“But, according to the records you brought with you, you have not been
studied in a hospital like Yale, a university hospital where someone might
have a clue to your mystery.”

“No, thank you.”
The ambulance left without him, and I resigned myself that I could not

help Meurice. Then I had a thought.
“Just one more question, Meurice,” I said. “Are these spells always the

same? What I mean is, do they happen usually after you have been sitting
for a while and then stand up?”

“Yes, usually. Sometimes they happen after standing a long time.”
“Lie down again, Meurice,” I instructed.
I took his blood pressure again and it was normal. Ten minutes later he

stood up, and his blood pressure did not drop significantly, but his face
became pale.

“Are you sure there are no other things that are different from before?”
“Well, my joints are always aching,” he said, “and I am so tired all the

time. Just climbing the stairs exhausts me, and my breath is a little shorter
than it used to be.”

His chest X-ray was normal and Meurice did not smoke or drink.
“I’d better sit down,” he said, “before I go off again.”



“Wait one second more, Meurice. I just want to listen to your heart
again.”

I placed the stethoscope on his hairless chest and was surprised to hear a
new sound in his heart. It was not a murmur, but it sounded like a bag of
sand that was falling to the ground, a plopping sound with each heartbeat.
He lay back on the table and the sound disappeared. He sat up, and it still
was not there. But when he stood up, I heard it again, a strange, faraway
sound, as if I was in an old house and it came from down in the cellar. I was
certain I had discovered the mystery of my swooning friend.

At just about that time I was involved in a new procedure called
echocardiography. It is a method for picturing the heart through sound
waves. In 1970, the procedure was still in its infancy and we used very
primitive instruments and Polaroid pictures. We were not certain what we
were seeing.

Meurice was suffering from a rare tumor of the heart called a myxoma,
which grows slowly. When it reaches a certain size, it impedes the flow of
blood through the heart and sends out a sound like a plop when the person
changes position.

“I know the diagnosis, Meurice, but it won’t be easy to prove. My crude
echogram did show something abnormal in the heart. You will have to come
into the hospital and allow me to arrange for an angiogram of your heart, an
X-ray, which we can do through a heart catheterization.”

It took a great deal of cajoling, but Meurice did agree, and my
suspicions were confirmed. The tumor was removed, Meurice’s fainting
spells vanished, and he moved to Paris to do what he always dreamed of—
become a female impersonator.

Before his surgery he had been unable to stand up long enough to
perform without fainting. But I was able to travel to Paris and watch him
perform in a little bistro in Paris as a perfect Marlene Dietrich singing
“Falling in Love Again.”



I

SCARLET FEVER
1939

GOT A JOB selling women’s undergarments. Mr. White had a tiny store on
8th Avenue and 48th Street with a few shelves of bras and panties. But

when women came in and saw a teenage boy behind the counter they
walked out.

Mr. White was a white-haired man with the largest eyebrows I had ever
seen. He was a pleasant Irishman who kept telling me to be patient and
work hard.

And I did, standing for three hours after school trying to sell intimate
things.

*

The school year ended and another hot summer was waiting for me with
nothing to do. When Mr. White learned I had no plans he proposed I work
on his farm in the country, taking care of his dog and the chickens, and
mowing the grass.

He drove me along Route 27 to his farmhouse in Saugerties, New York.
The house was a standard two-story clapboard home, with the farm in back.
He gave me a nice bedroom upstairs.

The chicken coup had a hundred chickens. My job was to collect the
eggs and examine them with a candle. If any had spots I was instructed to
throw them away. The chickens were lying on the eggs and I had to pick
them up and run my hand underneath their warm bodies. It was a battle
each time, as the chickens pecked my hand. I finally found some gloves and
the egg picking was no longer painful. But from then on I was no longer
fond of chicken dinners or salads.

After picking the eggs and cleaning the waste and placing water in all
the troughs, I took Mr. White’s German Shepherd for a walk. This was my
favorite part of the day and we became great friends, as the dog reminded



me of my dog, Astor, in Danzig. Astor protected me from the German kids
who were taught to hate Jews and who when given the chance, tried to beat
me up.

*

One morning I was walking the dog along the road leading to town when a
tall, nice-looking man came to greet me. He asked me who I was and I said
I worked on the farm for Mr. White.

The nice-looking man invited me to his home for dinner. Chicken, of
course.

The following weekend Mr. White came with a young, beautiful woman
to clean.

I helped her wash the windows. She wore a low-cut blouse exposing her
breasts every time she bent down. She smiled and I ran away, not wanting
her to see the sudden bulge in my pants.

The next weekend I wanted to be ready for her arrival, so I could help
her clean the windows. But that meant I had to finish my own chores first.
In my haste I forgot to turn the water off and the troughs overflowed. Some
of the chickens were on the ground, beating their wings in the shallow
water.

I panicked and worked like a comet, wiping up the wet coup the best I
could, hoping the hot summer day would dry them.

I was mowing the front lawn when the black Ford station wagon arrived
with Mr. White and the young, beautiful woman.

Mr. White immediately went to inspect the chicken coup. He ran back
into the house, asking why everything was wet and the chickens looked
sick.

I confessed what happened. The following morning most of them had
died of polio.

Mr. White didn’t give me a ride back to Manhattan this time but put me
on the bus with a disappointed scowl. “Don’t pick farming as a profession,”
he advised me. “Try medicine.”

*



A few weeks later I started to have a terrible sore throat with fever and
vomiting. My parents were worried I might have polio. I hadn’t even told
them about the chickens, and I wondered if I could have caught it from
them. But the doctor diagnosed me with scarlet fever.

I developed a red rash all over my body. Scarlet fever was a very serious
ailment. Often children developed heart disease as a result, and many died.

I was ordered to bed for three weeks and the health department made it
mandatory to keep me in isolation. They placed a plaque on the our front
door:

BEWARE ISOLATION! NO ENTRANCE PERMITTED!
This was routine for cases of scarlet fever. A tall ugly nurse came each

morning. She looked like one of the German Nazi nurses who had been so
cruel to me when I had been taken to a hospital in Berlin many years
before. But instead of wearing a starched white uniform she was dressed in
a blue uniform with yellow buttons and carried a large leather bag.

The floors of the apartment had to be scrubbed with Lysol. There were
no antibiotics, except for sulfur used by the military. Dr. Rosenblatt came
each day to listen to my heart and lungs.

I had been even more sick in Danzig, when my parents took me to see a
famous doctor in Berlin, who diagnosed me to have brucellosis. At that
time the Kras had been very rich and my parents could afford the best care.

Now I experienced the fateful combination of poverty and illness.
Where was our rich cousin who took us to the Waldorf but soon after
dropped us like strangers?

*

After my isolation ended my mother arranged to send me to a convalescent
home for poor children. We took the subway to Coney Island, a long trip.
Sitting across was a young girl with curly hair who kept staring at me,
maybe with pity. I must have looked half dead.

She was so beautiful I could not help staring back. I wanted to think we
both fell in love at that moment. I certainly did. But maybe I was delusional
from my illness and isolation. I didn’t want to get off the train, to part with
her, knowing I would never see her again. I remember her to this day.



My mother led me from the station toward the beach, where there was a
big white house surrounded by a fence. The gate was open and we climbed
up the stairs to the foyer, where Mother spoke to the receptionist.

I was escorted to a ward with twenty beds lined up in a row. I was given
the first one, by the door. I felt miserable, abandoned, alone. My mother had
given me some candies, which I hid under my pillow. The other boys in the
ward, mostly pale and thin, and around the same age, didn’t return my
greetings or pay me much attention.

The next morning I felt weak and hungry. I could barely climb the stairs
to the dining room.

Each boy had to have a tall glass of warm milk each day and we were
ordered to drink it, skin and all. A fat nun in a long white dress with a huge
cross dangling between her breasts looked at me as she ladled my milk from
a large pot and said with a scowl, “Oh, you’re that refugee Jew boy.”

I hated warm milk. I wanted to vomit as I saw the large skin floating on
top. I went to the bathroom, adjacent to the dining room, and spilled the
milk into the toilet.

I returned to the dining room and lined up for cereal and eggs, which I
ate in record time.

Afterward the counselor took us out to the playground to play baseball,
a game I had never played. I sat on the bench and watched the other boys
bat. When my turn came I didn’t know how to hold it. I swung it wildly,
stumbling over the plate, and the ball almost hit me in the head. I couldn’t
wait to return to the bench.

The counselor said, “You’re going to have to learn how to play baseball.
We play baseball in America.”

The next sport was boxing, and that was a game I knew, having been
taught by the sea captain who plotted our escape from Danzig. The
counselor put the gloves on my hands and told me how to hold them, which
I already knew, and explained we would fight for three rounds.

At first I was battered by my older opponent. But I didn’t cry. Instead I
got angry and began to pound the blond-haired kid until blood came from
his nose and the counselor stopped the fight.

*



I could not stand the place and decided I must escape. While we were
taking our afternoon nap one day I snuck out to the beach and wrote HELP
HELP HELP on the sand, then returned to the ward before anyone knew I
was missing.

But how was anyone supposed to rescue me? How would they know
who had written the message? So the following day I became bolder and
decided to take the subway home.

But I had no money.
The counselor was waiting for me when I got back.
“You’re healthy enough to run away,” the counselor said. “Do you want

me to call your mother and have her pick you up?”

*

I hung around the neighborhood, still feeling washed out. One day I
wandered onto 98th Street and saw a nice-looking girl. I spoke to her and
we became friends. Her name was Florence. I wrote her a letter and told her
I loved her. I placed the letter in my woolen robe.

Mother found it and asked who Florence was. I was embarrassed and
just said someone I knew.

The days passed quickly after that. Summer would soon be over and I
couldn’t wait to start school again.

*

I went back to working after school, taking whatever jobs I could get. One
was as an usher at a Trans-Lux movie theater. I simply went to the entrance
of the theater on the east side of 84th Street and asked if I could get a job. A
very funny, strange-looking man with a narrow face said he could use an
usher in the evening between six and eleven o’clock.

I wore the uniform proudly and admired the wealthy patrons from the
East Side in their fine clothes.

From my station in the back row I watched the same movies over and
over. A particular favorite was the British film with Wendy Hiller, I Know
Where I’m Going.



One evening I was taking tickets as usual when a group of people
walked in and said, “Oh, it’s that Siegfried Kra. What are you doing here?”

These people knew me from Danzig when we was rich. I simply smiled
and said I was just doing this for a little while. I no longer felt proud of the
uniform but embarrassed by it.

*

One evening I led Henry Fonda to his seat and the star gave me a quarter
tip.

But the head usher, a miserable-looking man, criticized me for the way I
wore the uniform. He had it in for me because soon after, I was fired. But I
was glad to be free from this humility. Better to work in a dark room or a
basement somewhere where no one could see me.
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